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Rolando Perez warms his
engine on the starting box.
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Today’s Events:
RC Helicopters

Monday, July 29

RC Helicopter Nats Day 1 Recap
The first day of the heli Nats is in the
books and we had a beautiful day, cool
temperatures, and wind—make that
plenty of wind. Some wind gusts in the
afternoon reached 25 mph, making
hovering portions ominous challenges.
Thankfully, they were no casualties
besides some of the scores.
At least the morning round
was completed under nearly ideal
conditions, with chilly temperatures in
the 60s. Yes, we are in Muncie, Indiana,
in July, and this is starting to feel like

last year’s cold spell we experienced
in August. Enough of the unseasonal
weather.
This year we have multiple entries in
the provisional flybarless classes, making
things very interesting for all pilots and
spectators present. Next year, electronic
flybarless stabilizing systems will be
integrated as part of the regular class.
After three rounds, Peter Bisbal
sits on top of Sportsman class; Chuck
Anderson, flying no less than a
Minicopter Diabolo, leads Sportsman

FBL; Eaton Bryce in Advance class;
and veteran Dennis Purduski won both
Flybar and FBL Expert classes.
On F3C we have a four-way battle
with Dwight Shilling winning two of
three rounds, Tim Diperi in second,
followed closely by Nob Muraki and
Rolando Perez.
Today, we continue with rounds four,
five, and six of Precision and the first
day of Scale competition.
—Santiago Panzardi
reporter/photographer
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Purdiski’s
bright-colored
machines.

Nats first-timer Peter Bisbal.

Dennis and
caller Craig
Bradley wait
at the starting
box for the
next turn.

RC Helicopters

This is the first year we had many flybarless
models in the provisional class.
Tim Diperi in
Round 1.

Dwight Shilling
with his Quest.

Nob Muraki on autorotation final.
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Santiago
Panzardi stays
focused during
Round 1.

Not the tidiest of wiring jobs, right Tim?

Charles Anderson’s
Minicopter Diabolo
in Flybarless class.

Tim Diperi.
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The judges check
every autorotaion
for straightness.

The F3C judges.

Sometimes the
excitement of F3C is
too much.
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Eaton Bryce waiting his turn (left).
This is his first time at the Nats.

Nob Moraki.
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The 2013 National Aeromodeling Championships are sponsored by:

Thank you for joining
us this year!

Santiago Panzardi.

